Predictions of unknown heavy baryon masses based on an expansion in 1/m Q , 1/N c and SU (3) breaking are updated to take into account a recent measurement of the Σ * c mass. Values are given for the two remaining unknown charm baryon masses Ξ ′ c and Ω * c and the seven unknown bottom baryon masses Ξ b ,
The spectrum of baryons containing a single charm or bottom quark recently has been analyzed in an expansion in 1/m Q , 1/N c and SU(3) flavor breaking [1] . The analysis of Ref. [1] yields a hierarchy of mass relations among heavy quark baryons, as well as additional relations between heavy baryon mass splittings and mass splittings of the octet and decuplet baryons. From this analysis, it is possible to predict the unknown charm and bottom baryon masses to varying accuracies, where the errors on the predicted values reflect both experimental errors of measured baryon masses and the expected theoretical accuracies of the mass relations.
Recently, a very precise measurement of the Σ * c mass has been reported by CLEO [3] .
The most precise flavor-27 mass relations [2, 1] 
Ω 0 c = 2699.9 ± 2.9 MeV [7] ,
An observation of the Ξ ′ c ∼ 2560 MeV with an error bar of order 15 MeV has been reported by the WA89 Collaboration [11] . The Ω * c has never been observed. At present, only the bottom baryon mass
is accurately measured. Reported measurements of Σ There are two very accurate mass relations among the charm baryon masses given in Ref. [1] :
with an estimated theoretical error of 0.23 MeV for Q = c and 0.07 MeV for Q = b, and
with an estimated theoretical accuracy of 1. 
which yields
With the predicted Ξ ′ c and Ω * c masses (6) and the measured charm baryon masses, it is possible to evaluate any charm baryon mass combination. The chromomagnetic mass splittings are evaluated to be
(Ω * c − Ω c ) = 60.6 ± 5.7 MeV.
The spin-averaged sextet masses are
while the sextet mass differences are
The J 2 ℓ hyperfine splittings in each strangeness sector are
so the difference of these splittings is large,
The bottom baryon masses can be predicted in terms of the charm baryon masses and the measured Λ b mass.
The chromomagnetic hyperfine splittings of the heavy quark baryons are proportional to 1/m Q , so the bottom baryon chromomagnetic splittings can be obtained from the charm 
(
where the errors on the splittings are dominated by the uncertainty of the scale factor. Note that Eq. (3) is essentially an exact relation for the chromomagnetic splittings. In addition, by scaling from the charm system, one concludes that the mass combination
is quite small, and can be at most a few MeV.
The spin-averaged sextet masses of the bottom baryons and the Ξ b are determined by four mass relations. There are two very accurate relations, namely Eq. (4)
and
where the errors are the estimated theoretical accuracies of the two relations. The charm mass combination on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) equals 37.5 ± 1.3 MeV, so Eq. (15) becomes
There are two additional mass relations which are less accurate:
Since (Λ c − Ξ c ) = −182.7 ± 1.3 MeV experimentally, the first equation becomes
The charm baryon mass combination in the second equation is evaluated to be 172.6 ± 1.3 MeV, so
Combined with the measured Λ b mass, Λ b = 5623.0 ± 6.4 MeV, Eq. (19) implies
The spin-averaged mass of the bottom antitriplet is evaluated to be
Eliminating the Λ b and Ξ b masses from the remaining relations yields three mass relations involving the three spin-averaged sextet masses of the bottom baryons,
The extracted spin-averaged mass combinations are 
Finally, values for the individual bottom baryon masses masses can be obtained by combining the extracted chromomagnetic and spin-averaged masses: 
